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Saturday print readership  
of The Times 

1m

agree they tend to go for 
premium brands

39%

are likely to take action after 
seeing adverts in this section

34%

believe it is worth paying 
extra for quality products

70%

Motoring & Transport Checklist is a full-
colour, tabloid sized double-page spread of 
advertorial content published in the Weekend 
section of the Saturday Times.

Thanks to first-rate content by the some of 
the most respected motoring journalists, The 
Times is the perfect vehicle for showcasing 
Motoring & Transport Checklist, which will 
serve as an essential guide for readers to 
discover more about the glamourous world of 
cars and other ways of getting around.

It will present a high-quality selection of 
products and services to benefit driving or 
cycling enthusiasts, ranging from classic car 
auctions, dealerships, insurance and leasing 
options, maintenance and paint jobs, as well 
as courses, services and scenic days out.

With Times readers over three times  
more likely to spend £20,000 or more on a 
car, Motoring & Transport Checklist published 
with The Times, is the perfect vehicle for 
getting your brand in front of an affluent, 
engaged and influential ABC1 audience, who 
are highly susceptible and confident in making 
their buying decisions.

• Three in five readers plan to buy a new 
vehicle in the next 12 months 

• The Times reaches 1,076,000 readers 
within the affluent ABC1 demographic

• Times readers have a mean family 
income of £55,885

• The Times readers are 25% more likely to 
mention ads when they talk about brands

• The Times is read for an average of  
54 minutes on a Saturday
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Third page

Quarter page

 Sixth page

Competition upgrade

£7,500

£5,625

£3,750

£1,000

RATE CARD

• 467,325 copies of The Times 
published on a Saturday

• 1,077,000 average print 
Saturday readership

• Distributed UK wide

DISTRIBUTIONDEMOGRAPHICS

AGE

15-34             7%

35-54                      20%

55-74                                                 48% 

75+                24%

GENDER

56% 44%

M
F

SOCIAL DEMOGRAPHIC

AB - 64%

C1 - 25%

DE - 5%
C2 - 7%

CLICK HERE TO SEE THE COMPETITION MEDIA PACK

Want to know more about charging at home? 
Speak to an expert at 0333 772 0383 or visit
eocharging.com/eo-mini-pro 

The world’s smallest electric vehicle charger
Looking for a discreet electric vehicle charger for 

your home? Meet the EO Mini Pro – the smallest 

fast charger on the market, designed and built for 

the everyday EV driver. 

Compatible with all plug-in vehicle brands, the 

EO Mini Pro is smartphone controlled and comes 

with a three-year product warranty. It’s also OLEV 

approved – allowing drivers to reduce the cost of 

the home charger and installation by £500. 

EO Charging is one the UK’s leading 

electric vehicle charger manufacturers and it’s 

our aim to make charging simple and reliable.

As a pioneer in road safety, Continental is 
committed to its Vision Zero initiative – a 
future with zero fatalities, zero injuries and 
zero crashes. Visit continental-tyres.co.uk  
or call 01895 425900.

When the time comes to replace your tyres, it 

can be a difficult choice. With tyres being the 

sole contact patch connecting your car to the 

road, it is important to make the right decision. 

In Europe one in three cars leave the factory on 

Continental tyres. Factory approval for a single 

tyre can take up to four years, demonstrating 

that Continental understands the importance of 

vehicle safety, comfort and performance and the 

crucial role played by tyres.

Premium tyre manufacturer Continental 

came out on top, winning all tyre test awards 

for their all-season, summer and winter tyres 

in the UK’s leading car magazine, AutoExpress. 

Continental are the first tyre manufacturer to 

achieve all three tyre test awards in a single year, 

giving drivers year-round confidence and grip. 

Winning tyres are not limited to Continental’s 

car tyres. Continental are well known for their 

award-winning bike tyres, featuring the same 

Continental tyres: all weathers, all winners

unique black chili compound found in their  

car tyres and used by Tour de France champion 

Geraint Thomas. 

Over the last 147 years, Continental has built 

a heritage of developing ground-breaking 

technologies and mobility solutions, offering 

a range of tyre fitments for all applications. 

Continental are more than a tyre manufacturer, 

also supplying pioneering vehicle technologies to 

global car manufacturers. With safety technologies 

and award-winning tyres, Continental have united 

automotive know-how and products to keep 

drivers safe on the roads. 

For more information on the Parking 
Protector range, visit halfords.com

Protect your vehicle’s bodywork with MICHELIN 
The four varying models include 

20cm and 30cm variants for 

bumpers, a 15cm version for 

doors and wing mirrors and a 

dual pack featuring 30cm and 

7cm protectors also suitable for 

doors and wing mirrors. 

All models come with handy 

instructions on how to correctly 

apply the parking protectors 

to a vehicle’s bodywork. The 

MICHELIN Parking Protectors 

are available from Halfords 

stores nationwide and other 

independent retailers, with prices 

starting at £8.

Designed to protect a car’s bumpers, 

doors and wing mirrors from knocks 

and scrapes. 

The Parking Protectors are 

available in three colours – 

silver, clear and black – the 

Parking Protectors are both 

UV- and car wash-resistant, 

as well as being easy to apply 

and remove, leaving no lasting 

marks on any paintwork. 

Get your RAC Vehicle History Check today. 
Visit raccheck.today or call 0330 058 9349

Buying a used car can be a minefield. Finding 

the model, age and mileage you want is difficult 

enough, without having to worry about whether 

the vehicle you want has a dubious past. It’s 

actually more common than you might think. At 

the RAC, one in four second-hand cars checked 

has a hidden history, which could mean it’s 

unsafe or illegal to drive on the road. 

Buying a used car? Watch out for hidden history
With the RAC Vehicle History Check, it  

couldn’t be easier to find out what you’re getting 

into before you hand over your hard-earned cash.

The RAC show you whether a used vehicle has  

ever been stolen, scrapped or written off as a  

result of damage or theft – and you can also see 

whether there’s any outstanding finance left on  

the car, too. 

In addition, you’ll also receive a vehicle  

valuation (which is provided by Glass’s), so you 

know whether or not it’s on sale for a fair price. 

The RAC Vehicle History Check is the most 

comprehensive car history report available in the 

UK today. All you need to do is enter the vehicle 

registration number and you’ll receive an instant 

report with information about the vehicle’s history.

Driving in any weather brings vision 

challenges, including changes 

in lighting conditions, battling 

glare from oncoming headlights 

and refocusing between the road, 

dashboard and mirrors.

Research commissioned 

by lens specialist ZEISS 

Vision Care revealed 

that 88% of drivers have 

experienced poor vision 

due to weather, with 59% 

reporting their vision has 

been impacted by glare 

from headlights, and 42% 

struggling to see due to bad 

light conditions*.

Leading lens specialist 

ZEISS has developed 

DriveSafe lenses specifically designed to combat 

the issues faced by drivers.

These award-winning lenses feature ZEISS’ 

DuraVision® DriveSafe UV coating, designed 

to partially reflect a proportion of blue light 

to reduce symptoms of glare at night from 

oncoming car headlights and street lights. 

They are suitable for all-day use not just at 

the wheel, and also improve the difficulties of 

Are you driving blind? Drive safe with DriveSafe 
lenses from ZEISS

For more information and your nearest ZEISS specialist eye care professional, please  
visit zeiss.co.uk/vision-care and use the Find an Optician tool.

switching focus between the road 

and dashboard.

With ZEISS DriveSafe Individual 

lenses, the combination of ZEISS’ 

Luminance Design technology, 

DuraVision® DriveSafe UV coating, 

and the DriveSafe Progressive design 

which creates optimised fields of 

viewing, mean wearers 

benefit  

from a pioneering solution 

to the challenges all weather 

driving poses.

The result? A total of  

82% of DriveSafe wearers 

report feeling more  

confident driving in all 

 ZEISS DriveSafe lenses are available at
ZEISS-approved opticians nationwide

*Survey of 1,500 UK drivers undertaken by One Poll on behalf of ZEISS Vision Care UK, October 2019
**Based on a consumer survey conducted with 105 existing ZEISS DriveSafe lens wearers, 82% agreed, strongly agreed or completely agreed, the 
lenses helped them feel more confident driving in all weather conditions.

Explore the world in style at a time to suit you
Looking for adventure? It’s time to visit Danbury, one of the top campervan converters in the UK.

Known for their chassis conversions of the iconic 

Volkswagen T2 Campervan, Danbury now focus their expertise 

on the up-to-date production of modern campervan designs. 

As well as the factory and showroom in Yate near Bristol, 

Danbury cover the whole of the UK through their extensive 

dealership network – and are never far away for help or advice.

To find out more call 01454 310000  
or visit danburycampervans.co.uk

How much would it cost to repair your vehicle if it 

breaks or stops working? Be at ease by covering it 

from unforeseen events and ultimately, ensuring 

you are not out of pocket.

Warranty Direct offers comprehensive warranty 

coverage for cars, vans and bikes, including the 

repair costs of parts and labour. You can easily 

configure your warranty according to your needs. 

In the unfortunate event that your vehicle 

requires repairs, you can choose your own garage 

or use one of the 3,500 available on Warrant 

Direct’s network, making the claims process 

smoother and simpler than ever.

Also, to protect you from financial loss if  

your vehicle is written off, Warranty Direct’s  

GAP insurance offers you one the most  

complete products in the market.

With that being said, both warranty and  

GAP services are in-house, meaning if you want  

to buy, upgrade, contact customer services or 

make a claim, it is a seamless process and you will 

not need to deal with third parties.

Park up your worries and protect your vehicle

Get a quote today at warrantydirect.co.uk  
or call 0800 731 7001.

What’s more is Warranty Direct now provides  

free MOT to all customers who purchase their 

warranty online. T&Cs apply.

Nationwide installation is available. Call  
01474 560077 or visit locks4vans.co.uk

Did you know a van is broken in to every 23 

minutes in the UK. This is worrying news for 

any van owner and these statistics will no doubt 

increase, unless we start to install additional 

security systems onto our vehicles.   

Locks 4 Vans is Britain’s leading 

manufacturer and supplier of high security 

van theft deterrents. And with nearly 20 

years’ experience, the team are undoubtedly 

the primary experts in van security. Their 

devices are the 

result of many 

years of research 

and development 

and with tool theft 

now being referred 

to as an epidemic, 

it is time to take 

action. Fitting a 

supplementary 

locking system is 

there to help deter 

a criminal from 

attacking your van. 

New for 2020 is 

the L4V Statement 

Lock which has 

been designed, 

manufactured and tested to safeguard against 

the latest method of attack. Mounted externally 

to the vehicle, the lock braces the doors 

together securely while providing an effective 

visual deterrent. It also offers more flexibility 

to the operator of the vehicle, allowing them 

Don’t leave it to luck – 
lock it up!

to use the central locking in less 

vulnerable situations, but offering 

extra security when required.

At just £250 plus VAT to fit, this 

lock proves that peace of mind 

doesn’t have to be expensive.  

Electric bikes: an  
ethical way to travel

Prices start from £869 inclusive of VAT and 
shipping. Check out their Trustpilot reviews. 
Visit e-gobike.co.uk for more information.

With global warming being on everyone’s 

minds these days, the race to cut CO2 emissions 

has never been more important.

New and innovative ways to move people 

around that are green and carbon friendly are 

in the forefront of climate-conscious people’s 

minds. E-go bike has the solution to some of 

these problems, stocking a range of four great 

foldable electric bikes. 

Lite Their very successful top-selling bike. 

It’s a small, portable folding bike that really 

packs a punch with its 36-volt 250W motor 

powered by a 6.4Ah LG battery to give a range 

of up to 50km. It weighs just 15kg, and can be 

folded in seconds to put in the car boot.

Max A bigger bike all round with a huge 14Ah 

Samsung battery, 7-speed Shimano gears. It has  

a range of up to 90km and weighs 20kg. 

All bikes comply fully with all UK laws 

regarding electric bicycles. 

Raleigh have a bike for the whole family.  
Visit raleigh.co.uk to shop now.

Raleigh offer a wide range of electric 

and non-electric adult bikes and an 

exciting kids range including balance 

bikes. Take a look at two top sellers 

below:

Willow Classic Sleek, stylish and 

practical. Combines the essentials run 

with daily exercise thanks to a sturdy 

front basket and pannier rack. The 

Willow range comes in a selection of 

on-trend colours as is a must-have for 

city and countryside riders alike. 

Motus Grand Tour Low Step 

Premium electric bike offering top 

quality features and exceptional 

battery life. This is the electric bike of 

choice for all adults, whether looking 

to travel further, swap journeys 

from car to bike or wanting the extra boost 

which comes from an electric bike. The semi-

integrated 500wh battery lets you ride for up to 

an impressive 135 miles on a single charge.

Essentials run and daily exercise all in one

Protecting the skin on your hands against oil, grease, 

acid and degreasing chemicals is essential to preventing 

irritating and painful skin conditions.

This includes contact dermatitis or nail infection —  

both common occurrences to those working with 

vehicles on a regular basis. 

Leading online retailer JustGloves offers an  

extensive range of disposable and reusable work gloves 

that have been designed to offer exceptional grip, tear-

resistance and chemical protection to mechanics and 

vehicle enthusiasts. 

Best of all, JustGloves supplies the 

UK with arguably the lowest priced 

gloves available online and offers 

its customers additional benefits 

such as free UK mainland delivery 

on orders over £65.00. Contact the 

sales team who will be happy  

to discuss your requirements  

and offer advice. 

Don’t lose your grip with messy motor restorations

Visit JustGloves.co.uk or call 0808 1699 117 to find out more. 

Founded in 2017, Zoro UK established  

itself as a trusted supplier to dozens of 

professional garages up and down the country.

Whether you need specialist tools for engine 

repairs or supplies to valet your vehicle, you’ll 

find exactly what you’re looking for. With such 

a huge range of equipment on offer, there’s no 

need to go anywhere else for professional-grade 

automotive tools. 

With car enthusiasts in mind, Zoro have put 

together a list of more extraordinary tools that 

are most likely missing in your garage:

Pneumatic tools From buffers to impact 

wrenches and even grinders, air tools are often 

lighter, smaller and safer – without you having 

to compromise on power. They also tend to last 

longer, as there’s fewer moving parts and that 

means less maintenance, repair and exchange.

Engine Cranes Giving you the ability to  

replace a whole engine in the comfort of your  

Professional grade motoring tools for the  
everyday car enthusiast

own garage. No longer will you, or your jealous 

friends, need to pay for hours of expensive 

mechanics’ labour. Zoro have got foldable ones  

too – perfect for saving space!

Inspection Cameras Wave goodbye to hard to 

see places! Locate and diagnose in areas that were 

accessible only to the most skilful of mechanics.

Rolling Tool Cabinets With over 190 different 

product-ranges, Zoro.co.uk has plenty of options 

that will make your neighbour green with envy. 

And if safety is a concern, the team advise you 

to invest in a high-security tool vault, such as the 

Armorguard Tuffbank Box.

With over 300k items, Zoro offers practically 
every tool imaginable on one convenient 
website. Visit zoro.co.uk for more information.

Read more online! Visit checklists.co.uk and follow     @checklistsocial

In the market to replace your vehicle? Or interested in keeping up with 
what’s new? Here are a bootful of ideas to set your mind racing

Motoring & Transport Checklist is an independent spread of advertorial from Hurst Media Company. While every care is taken in ensuring that the content is in compliance with the Advertising Standards Authority and The UK Code of Non-Broadcast Advertising and Direct & 
Promotional Marketing (CAP Codes), the publishers assume no responsibility in the effect rising therefrom, and readers are advised to seek professional advice before acting on any information.
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HEADLINE

120-150 words

i.e. Discount offer, website, phone, or social links

2 images + logo

60-80 words

i.e. Discount offer, website, phone, or social links

1 image + logo

Total word count

Call to action

Images

Total word count

Call to action

Images

STRIP Landscape: 268 x 42.5 mm HEADLINE Landscape: 132 x 42.5 mm

200-250 words 

i.e. Discount offer, website, 
phone, or social links

2 images + logo

Total word 
count

Call to 
action

Images

70-100 words 

i.e. Discount offer, website, 
phone, or social links

1 image + logo

Total word 
count

Call to 
action

Images

200-300 words 

i.e. Discount offer, website, 
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2-3 images + logo

Total word 
count

Call to 
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Images

120-150 words 
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1-2 image + logo
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SUPPLYING CONTENT

DESIGN PROCESS
• Once all material is submitted according to specification,  

Hurst Media will layout your advertorial within the pre-approved 
house style of the publication.

• Supplied copy will by subedited by Hurst Media's editorial team. 
Spelling, grammar and punctuation will also be corrected to the 
house style.

• Layouts may vary depending on style of images and/or text supplied.

APPROVALS & AMENDMENTS
• Hurst Media will provide a PDF for client approval. 

• The client will have the option of two rounds of amendments  
before final approval is required. Please ensure any amendments are 
clear and concise.

• Approval is required within 48 hours.

• Please note that the newspaper must also approve all advertorials and 
they reserve the right to make changes or corrections to ensure copy 
passes their compliance standards.

IMAGE SPECIFICATIONS*

• CMYK images in JPEG, TIFF or PSD format. 

• All images are high resolution (at least 300dpi). 

• Please supply images at their original size and aspect ratio.  
We will crop images to an appropriate size when laying out  
your advertorial.

• Please do not supply images with any copy i.e. slogans on top. 

• We recommend supplying lifestyle images depicting your target 
audience, service or general message; or product shots.

COPY SPECIFICATIONS
• Total word count includes max. 10 words for headline and  

max. 20 words for a call to action.

• Hurst Media reserve the right to make changes, including 
grammatical changes and corrections to ensure supplied copy 
meets house style.

FILE TRANSFER WARNING: EMAIL ATTACHMENT LIMIT

Files less than 8mb (total attachment limit) can be emailed to 
production@hurstmediacompany.co.uk. Larger files can be sent to 
production@hurstmediacompany.co.uk via the free file sharing service 
wetransfer.com. Please clarify in your message your company name, 
publication, theme and on sale date as per your booking.

*  Image use subject to editorial discretion and may vary depending quality, size and layout. We cannot 
guarantee the quality of the final print for images supplied outside of these specifications. 

Bespoke advertorials (in which Hurst Media supplies the copy ONLY, and all images/logos are provided by the 
client) will be charged at a further 10%, or a one-off fee of £150, whichever is greater. 
 
Image sourcing conducted by Hurst Media on behalf of the client will be charged at a fee of £25. 


